The Terrazza MARTINI
A PLACE TO BE

S

ince 1958 the Terrazza MARTINI dominates the historic centre of Milan and offers,
from the top floor of the skyscraper in Piazza Diaz, an extraordinary glance over the
spiers of the Duomo of Milano, so close to seem just fingertips away.
Today the Terrazza MARTINI presents its renewed spaces to offer the best solutions
for business and events.
The concept is based on the continuous discovery, an experiential journey through
generations and places to arrive at the gorgeous terrace with a breath-taking view.
The new Terrazza MARTINI is a neverending wonder. An emotional stroll throughout
images and photographs recalling the history of an iconic brand, an exploration of
prestigious textures, materials and finishes.
The stone, glass and brass staircase is the internal link of all the three floors. Going up
you can admire the characterizing graphics created for the occasion by the illustrator
and cartoonist Alessandro Giorgini and enjoy an extraordinary view of the city.

14TH FLOOR

The Business Center

T

he new Business Centre is designed with a dynamic and elegant cut to
guarantee the best solutions. Meeting rooms are flexible and supplied
with last generation equipment.
Furnishings and spaces can adapt to every desideratum, business meetings,
conferences, training courses, and events.
The two lounge bars and the coffee break area are at guests’ disposal to offer
maximum comfort.

Room

Capacity

Size

Equipment

Services

Sala Luigi Rossi

35 ppl

40sq m

Audio-video system, 4k 84 -inch monitor,
3 microphones, 1 radio microphone

Wi-fi

Lounge Luigi Rossi

19 ppl

60sq m

Coffee station

Wi-fi, wardrobe, lockers

Sala MARTINI Racing 15 ppl

36sq m

Audio-video system, monitor 4k 84 -inch

Wi-fi

Lounge
MARTINI Racing

52sq m

Coffee station

Wi-fi

25ppl

14TH FLOOR - FLOORPLAN

The Business Center

15TH FLOOR

The Terrazza MARTINI

T

he itinerary continues on the fifteenth floor discovering a unique and vast
Lounge area with a contemporary and polished mood. A wonderful space,
bright and versatile, optimal for business meetings and private events.
Interactive panels, transparency effects, sensory experiences are all part of the
extraordinary journey that leads to the Top Roof Bar through the iconic heritage
of the brand’s history.

Room

Capacity

Size

Equipment

Services

Bar and event area

150 ppl for cocktail,
100 ppl for lunch
and dinner

260sq m

Audio-video system,
4k 84 -inch monitor

Wi-fi,
wardrobe

15TH FLOOR - FLOORPLAN

The Terrazza MARTINI

16TH FLOOR

The Terrazza MARTINI
Top Roof Bar

T

he marvelous view from the 16th floor Top Roof Bar is a once-in-a-lifetimeexperience, a privileged view of the city and of the magnificent Duomo of Milano.

The best place to taste the MARTINI cocktails, famous all over the world, in an
outstanding surroundings, is enhanced by the warm sunset light.

Room

Capacity

Size

Equipment

Services

Top Roof Bar

100 ppl

235sq m

Audio system

Wi-fi

16TH FLOOR - FLOORPLAN

The Terrazza MARTINI
Top Roof Bar

The Terrazza MARTINI
Membership Card

The surprise continues with the Terrazza MARTINI Membership Card, a card
that offers many advantages: access to the MARTINI® Lounge, 7 entrances
per month for the cardholder and for a guest
Special fares for:
• Rental of the meeting rooms and lounges of the Business Centre
and of the Terrazza
• Networking and Lifestyle events
• Chic Aperitif session and Team Building in Terrazza
• Agreements with selected partners
Furthermore:
•

•
•

Rental of Casa MARTINI’s spaces in Pessione (Turin), an iconic and rich in
history venue where MARTINI is still being produced, on a worldly level, at
present day for 150 years
Visit at the Museum of History of Enology and the MARTINI World Gallery
Mixology and Vermouth experience in Casa MARTINI
For more information please contact us at
terrazzamartini.milano@bacardi.com

Contacts
Terrazza MARTINI
Piazza Armando Diaz, 7
20123 – Milan
Telephone
+39 02 869 0905
Email
terrazzamartini.milano@bacardi.com
Opening and closing
Monday to Friday from 9 am to 6 pm
Saturday and Sunday upon request
Website
www.terrazzamartinimilano.com
Parking
Autosilo Diaz
+39 02 8646 0077

